
From the international and historical Geneva, to the sweetness of the Léman Lake, til Annecy the "Venice of the Alps". An ideal
combination and unforgettable post cards of two neighbour cities from different countries. 

Information Description

Tour name GENEVA: Annecy & Geneva city tour and boat cruise

Code produit KTG209

Opening 01.05 - 31.10: Saturday and Sunday
01.06 - 30.09: Every day

Description Departure to go to Annecy. This town, also called the "Venice of the Alps", offers to visitors harmonious and
romantic landscapes. The old town and its colorful pedestrian streets, crossed by the river Thiou draw a
picturesque and enchanting framework. Its numerous food markets, creators, and flea markets enliven the
streets. Rich in cultural activities, such as museums, castles and exhibitions, Annecy is rated by the label of "Art
and History" so precious to the hearts of the inhabitants. Not to mention the pleasure of the senses with a
traditional dish in one of the many restaurants. The lake and the parc are conducive to walk.

In the afternoon the city tour of Geneva will bring you to visit the International part of Geneva through the centre
of the world’s peacemaking organizations followed by a tour of the main tourist attractions of the city like the
Fountain and the wonderful Flower clock. Then get a taste of Geneva’s history with the mini-train Tramway Tour
and dig even deeper into the Old Town with your guide on a walking tour.

Duration of
circuit

9h

Itinerary Annecy in the morning, Geneva in the afternoon and cruise

Departure Bus Station of Geneva, Place Dorcière

Return point Rotonde du Mont Blanc

Guided tours Geneva City Tour and Annecy orientation tour with live guide speaking French and English (German, Italian,
Spanish depending on the guide but not guaranted)
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Commentary Cruise with commentaries in French and English

Children
information

Children between 0 and 3 years old, 15.-CHF
Children between 4 and 12 years old, child's fare applicable

Included Bus
Guide
Cruise 1h
2hours free time in Annecy 
Mini train in the old town of Geneva

Excluded Meal and Drinks

Complementary
information

The mini train and the boat cruise are not available in case of bad weather
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